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Brazil eyes 
fiscal boost as
economy flirts
with recession
BRASILIA: Brazil’s government is look-
ing at assembling a fiscal stimulus pack-
age worth around 20 billion reais ($5
billion) to revive flagging growth and
prevent the economy from falling back
into recession, sources told Reuters.
Stung by figures on Thursday that
showed the economy shrank in the
three months to March for the first time
since 2016, the Economy Ministry may
soon free up cash from workers’ guar-
antee funds, the sources said on condi-
tion of anonymity.

The FGTS funds, from employers’
contributions, serve as a buffer for
employees, and can only be drawn from
in certain circumstances such as buying
a home, loss of employment or serious
health problems.

Economy Minister Paulo Guedes
said on Thursday that the government
is looking at freeing up active and inac-
tive FGTS accounts, but only after fis-

cal and economic reforms - namely
pension reform - are approved and
implemented.

Guedes is a deficit hawk committed
to cutting public spending across the
board. His mulling of a fiscal stimulus
indicates the government’s sense of
urgency on the economy.

Another quarter of negative growth
would mark Brazil’s sixth recession in
20 years, although it may be significant-
ly lighter and shallower than the bruis-
ing 2015-16 crash.

Analysts at ratings agency Moody’s
Investors Service on Friday said the
rebound from the 2015-16 recession is
“the weakest cyclical recovery in
decades,” noting private consumption
and investment have been particularly
weak. Alberto Ramos, head of Latin
American research at Goldman Sachs,
went further, calling it the weakest
recovery in history.

“After nine quarters into the current
up-cycle the performance of the econo-
my has been notably sluggish despite
massive slack in terms of resource uti-
lization, a strong external balance sheet,
low inflation, and accommodative mon-
etary and financial conditions,” he said.
Real gross domestic product, real GDP
per capita, private consumption and
capital spending are all significantly
lower than their peaks before the recent

crash, Ramos notes.
These structural headwinds to

growth, together with shocks such as a
Vale SA mining disaster in January and
the slump in major export destination
Argentina, have cast a dark cloud over
the outlook.

Economists at Citi cut their 2019
GDP growth forecasts to 0.9 percent
and Rabobank cut its forecast to 0.7
percent following first-quarter figures

on Thursday, below the already weak
market consensus of around 1.2 percent.
Guedes insists the economy wil l
improve if Congress approves the gov-
ernment’s pension reform bill, which
seeks to generate public savings of
1.237 trillion reais ($315 billion) over the
next decade. With that, investor, con-
sumer and business confidence will
return and the economy will “take off,”
he has promised. —Reuters 

BRAZILIA: Another quarter of negative growth would mark Brazil’s sixth recession
in 20 years, although it may be significantly lighter and shallower than the bruis-
ing 2015-16 crash.

US inflation perks 
ups; slowing 
economy may 
limit gains
WASHINGTON: US consumer prices increased by the most
in 15 months in April, but a cooling in spending pointed to a
slowdown in economic growth that could keep inflation pres-
sures moderate. The report from the Commerce Department
on Friday supported Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome
Powell’s view that a recent disinflationary trend “may wind up
being transient.”

Inflation remains below the US central bank’s 2.0 percent
target. That, together with the slowing economy, has
increased calls, including from President Donald Trump, for
the Fed to cut interest rates. The Fed this month kept rates
unchanged and signaled little desire to adjust monetary policy
anytime soon. “The Fed is in a good place when it comes to its
current policy, but it won’t be for long if the market’s forecasts
for rate cuts are to be believed,” said Chris Rupkey, chief
economist at MUFG in New York. “The market and the presi-

dent want rate cuts and they might just get them if this slow-
down persists and the Fed caves to the mob of public opin-
ion.” Consumer prices as measured by the personal consump-
tion expenditures (PCE) price index increased 0.3 percent
last month, the biggest gain since January 2018, after rising
0.2percent in March.

That lifted the annual increase in the PCE price index to
1.5 percent from 1.4 percent in March. Inflation was boost-
ed by higher prices for gasoline and services, which offset
a 0.3percent drop in the cost of food. Excluding the
volatile food and energy components, the PCE price index
gained 0.2 percent last month after edging up 0.1 percent
in March. In the 12 months through April, the so-called
core PCE price index increased 1.6 percent after rising
1.5percent in March. The core PCE index is the Fed’s pre-
ferred inflation measure. It hit the US central bank’s 2 per-
cent inflation target in March 2018 for the first time since
April 2012. A much weaker inflation pulse than initially
thought in the first quarter had led economists to antici-
pate that the annual core PCE price index would remain at
1.5 percent in April.

Trade dispute 
Economists said it was unclear what the impact on infla-

tion would be from Trump’s announcement late on Thursday
that he would impose a tariff on all goods from Mexico in a
bid to stem the tide of illegal immigration across the US-

Mexican border. But the duties, which Trump said would
start at 5percent on June 10 and increase monthly until
reaching 25 percent on Oct. 1 unless Mexico takes immedi-
ate action, were expected to undercut growth. Washington
is already waging a trade war with China that has recently
escalated and led consumers to anticipate higher prices. A
survey by the University of Michigan on Friday showed its
measure of consumers’ inflation expectations over the next
12 months rose to 2.9 percent in May from 2.5 percent in
April. “There is little doubt that economic growth will suffer
each day these tariffs stay in place,” said Kevin Giddis, head
of fixed income capital markets at Raymond James in
Memphis, Tennessee. “What we aren’t sure of is whether it
will be inflationary. If it is, there aren’t many places to hide.”
Stocks on Wall Street were trading lower as the tariffs on
Mexican goods rattled investors.

The dollar slipped against a basket of currencies, while
benchmark US Treasury yields dropped to a 20-month low.
Consumer spending, which accounts for more than two-
thirds of US economic activity, rose 0.3 percent as con-
sumers cut back purchases of long-lasting manufactured
goods such as motor vehicles. They also spent less on serv-
ices, including household electricity and gas. Consumer
spending jumped 1.1percent in March, the biggest increase
since August 2009. When adjusted for inflation, consumer
spending was unchanged in April. This so-called real con-
sumer spending rose 0.9 percent in March. —Reuters

Making it through the 
job interview stage

Interviewers, interview formats and interview questions come
in all shapes and sizes and there are ample tomes and articles
written to prepare for them all! There are the usual questions

and the usual answers expected, then there are the different
types of “trick” questions which have mostly been accounted
for and written about too. There are behavioral and attitudinal
and verbal language and body language cues interviewers are
looking for that you can be taught to anticipate. And there are
the usual ample opportunities to prove your skills and compe-
tencies and/or to dig a hole and sink yourself. Career experts at
Bayt.com state that most interviewers are looking for mainly five
things and all questions are targeted towards them and all
answers need to deliver on them. Here they are:

1. What you bring to the job at hand
Notice it’s all about the job at hand. You may or may not

have mastered your last job but it’s really about what direct
transferable skills you bring to the table and how these can
and will prepare you to excel at the exact job role you are
interviewing for. By all means wax lyrical about your past
accomplishments but be aware that given your limited face
time and the interviewers limited attention span, these need
to be phrased to accommodate your future employer’s prism
by highlighting these particular achievements that are most
directly relevant and important for your desired role.  Study
the role in detail and research the company and industry so
you are well aware of exactly what will be required.

2. How much you will love and be 
loyal to the job and company

Enthusiasm is not overrated nor is integrity and loyalty
which are always paramount. Companies in the digital era are
well aware of the tremendous transparency in the job market
thanks to the success of leading job sites, and they are cog-
nizant of the realms of opportunity that can be accessed with
a simple click. They are also aware of the high costs of
employee churn and the detrimental effects of this on
employee morale, satisfaction and general productivity. For
this reason they will almost always favor a more stable candi-
date who has shown loyalty, goodwill and a high level of
integrity with past employers.  Your priorities will be in ques-
tion here and employers will be looking first and foremost for
professionals who are very committed to their careers and
display a high level of personal and professional integrity.

3. How quickly you will hit the ground running
Time is money and employers investing in top profes-

sional skills want to see a dividend sooner rather than later.
Interviews are not the ideal time to demand prolonged
training courses and induction periods and orientation
activities especially if you are competing with professionals
who assert and can prove they are prepared to make imme-
diate inroads in the role.  Show that you are prepared to
make an immediate contribution and that in the short, inter-
mediate and long term you are a winning investment.

4. How willing you are to adapt
You may be able and successful but employers need to

know if you still have it in you to make the sacrifices and
investments needed to excel in the new work environment.
You need to display adaptability and flexibility as well as
willingness and ability to blend into the new company cul-
ture and adopt new policies, procedures and business
guidelines.  All cultures are not the same and adaptability is
at a premium with employers across the board.

5. How pleasant and professional you will be to work with
This one is not often written about but after all the theory

and degrees and top-rated credentials are analyzed, people
still prefer to work with people they like, respect, admire and
trust. Smile, put on the charms and be true to yourself and
your values; at the end of the day the chemistry needs to be
right too and you will work best in a team that welcomes and
embraces and values you and vice versa.

Bayt.com weekly report

WASHINGTON: President Donald Trump escalated his
abrupt tariff threats against Mexico on Friday, triggering
alarm about the likely economic fallout, spooking global
markets and raising the prospect of US trade wars on multi-
ple fronts.

Trump unexpectedly announced his readiness to levy tar-
iffs on all Mexican imports, beginning at five percent starting
June 10 and rising monthly to as high as 25 percent until
Mexico substantially reduces the flow of illegal immigration.

Mexico’s President Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador said
Friday that his country was “doing our job” to stop the flow
of undocumented migrants to the United States, and warned
Trump that hitting his neighbor with tariffs would be a lose-
lose game. But the US leader then doubled down on his
threats, saying in a flurry of tweets that “Mexico has taken
advantage of the United States for decades.”

The impact of new tariffs would be devastating for
Mexico, which sends 80 percent of its exports to the US.
Lopez Obrador reminded his American counterpart the tar-
iffs would also take a heavy toll on the United States, whose
largest trading partner so far this year is Mexico-thanks
mainly to Trump’s trade war with China.

Earlier this month Trump, angered by what he deemed
unfair Chinese trade practices, raised punitive duties on
$200 billion in Chinese imports. Beijing has promised
retaliation.

Effects of the Mexico tariffs would ripple across multi-
ple economic sectors, including the automobile industry
and agriculture. “No good can come of coercive meas-
ures... These (tariffs) would not be good for Mexicans, but
they would not be good for Americans either,” said Lopez
Obrador.

He said his government would act prudently, and a del-
egation led by Foreign Minister Marcelo Ebrard had
already been sent to Washington for talks. Ebrard is
expected to meet US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo on
Wednesday. “We will be firm and we will defend the dignity
of Mexico,” Ebrard said.

A State Department spokeswoman said Ebrard and
Pompeo spoke by phone on Friday, but gave few details.

“We maintain an ongoing dialogue and close cooperation
with Mexico on a wide range of issues, including border
security efforts,” she said.

Trump, meanwhile, only stepped up his Twitter attacks.
“Mexico must take back their country from the drug

lords and cartels. The Tariff is about stopping drugs as well
as illegals!” he fumed.

Market turmoil 
Trump’s startling announcement of the new tariffs came

the same day he started the process of ratifying the new
North American trade pact with Mexico and Canada, the
USMCA-an agreement that now may be under threat.
Global markets slumped over the latest trade war threat.

The top three US markets all closed down 1.3 percent or
more, with some automakers skidding five percent. Shares in
Tokyo lost 1.6 percent, European markets were also hit, and
the Mexican peso dropped 2.5 percent against the dollar.

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, the powerful Democrat who
has a key say in whether Congress takes up the USMCA in
the coming weeks, slammed the president’s move as “reck-
lessness.”  Even some senior Trump aides opposed his plan,
notably Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin and US Trade
Representative Robert Lighthizer, NBC reported, citing a
source close to the White House.

Republican allies in Congress also warned Trump not to
damage a vital trade relationship over border concerns.

“This is a misuse of presidential tariff authority and
counter to congressional intent,” said Senate Finance
Committee chairman Chuck Grassley, one of several
Republicans to oppose Trump’s plan.

US industry groups voiced their disapproval, too, with
the Business Roundtable warning Trump that unilateral
imposition of tariffs “would be a grave error.” The US
Chamber of Commerce said a five percent tariff on Mexican
imports, which last year totaled $346.5 billion, would amount
to a $17 billion hit on US consumers and businesses. Should
the tariffs tank the USMCA, “that would have serious conse-
quences for the three countries’ economies,” Ana Maria
Salazar, an expert on US-Mexico relations, told AFP.

Clash over migrants 
Trump pledged in his 2016 election campaign to

crack down on illegal immigration, but the numbers of
migrants have steadily climbed. The number appre-
hended at the US-Mexico border has topped 100,000
a month in recent months. That included a new record
of 58,474 people who crossed in family groups in
April, and a single group of 1,036 people that particu-

larly outraged Trump when it crossed into El Paso,
Texas this week.

They are mostly people fleeing poverty and vio-
lence in Central America and ask for asylum once
they reach US soil. Trump has consistently demo-
nized the migrants as criminals and gang members,
and warned that illegal drugs are flowing across the
border. —AFP

Hitting neighbor with tariffs would be a lose-lose game: Obrador

Trump doubles down on Mexico 
tariff threat, markets rattled 

MEXICO CITY: Cargo trucks drive pass the secondary fence that divides the United States and Mexico
driving towards Mexico from Otay Mesa, California on Friday. —AFP

Trump tariffs on 
Mexico threaten 
to undercut US 
economy: Analysts
WASHINGTON: President Donald Trump has trum-
peted the robust US economy but hitting all products
from Mexico with 25 percent tariffs threatens to
undercut growth and undermine key American indus-

tries, economists warn.
Trump announced the tariffs on Thursday night,

which would start at five percent on June 10 and rap-
idly increase to pressure the Mexican government to
clamp down on the flow of migrants from Central
America to the southern US border. The announce-
ment was met with an outcry from business groups,
retailers and trade experts, who also warned of the
damage to relations not just with Mexico, but also
with China and other trading partners who would no
longer trust US negotiators.

“If maintained, the tariffs would reduce US GDP
growth by at least 0.7 (percentage point) in 2020 and
likely push Mexico into a recession,” Gregory Daco of
Oxford Economics said in a research note. 

Mex ico ’s  top  d ip lomat  fo r  Nor th  Amer ica
lashed  out  a f te r  the  ta r i f f s  announcement ,
describing the move as “disastrous” and vowing to
respond “vigorously.”

Trump’s latest aggressive tariff strike was all the
more shocking as it came days after he removed a key
hurdle to approval of the new North American free
trade pact when he lifted tariffs on steel and aluminum
from Canada and Mexico. Trade experts warned the
punitive measures could derail efforts to enact the
US-Mexico-Canada Agreement or USMCA, and
cause Chinese negotiators-already on the defensive
after repeated attacks by Trump-to be even more reti-
cent to move forward with negotiations, when he
could reverse course at any moment. —AFP


